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BRAID ORDERING AND KNOT GENUS
TETSUYA ITO
Abstract. The genus of knots is one of the fundamental invariant and can be
seen as a complexity of knots. In this paper we give a lower bound of the knot
genus using the Dehornoy floor, which is a measure of complexity of braids in
terms of the Dehornoy ordering.
1. Introduction
Let Bn be the degree n braid group, defined by the presentation
Bn =
〈
σ1, σ2, · · · , σn−1
∣∣∣∣ σiσj = σjσi |i− j| ≥ 2σiσjσi = σjσiσj |i− j| = 1
〉
.
The Dehornoy ordering <D is a left-invariant total ordering of the braid group
Bn defined as follows. For two n-braids α and β, we define α <D β if and only
if the braid α−1β admit a word representative which contains at least one σi and
contains no σ±11 , σ
±1
2 · · · , σ
±1
i−1, σ
−1
i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Many other equivalent
definitions of the Dehornoy ordering are known, hence the Dehornoy ordering is a
quite natural structure of the braid group Bn [DDRW1],[DDRW2].
Let ∆ = (σ1σ2 · · ·σn−1)(σ1σ2 · · ·σn−2) · · · (σ1σ2)(σ1) ∈ Bn be the Garside fun-
damental braid. The Garside fundamental braid has special properties and plays
an important role in the braid group. For example, the center of the braid group
is an infinite cyclic group which is generated by ∆2. Using the Dehornoy ordering
and the Garside fundamental braid ∆, for each braid β, we define the Dehornoy
floor [β]D, which is a measure of a complexity of braids, as follows.
Definition 1 (Dehornoy floor). The Dehornoy floor [β]D of a braid β ∈ Bn is a
non-negative integer defined by
[β]D = min{m ∈ Z≥0 |∆
−2m−2 <D β <D ∆
2m+2 }.
The purpose of this paper is to compare the Dehornoy floor, which is a funda-
mental complexity of a braid in the Dehornoy ordering view point, and the genus of
links described as a closure of the braid, which is the most fundamental complexity
of links in topological view point.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Let β ∈ Bn be a braid and χ(β̂) be the maximal Euler characteristics
of an orientable spanning surface whose boundary is β̂. Then, the inequality
[β]D <
3
2
−
2χ(β̂)
n+ 2
holds.
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As a consequence, we obtain a new lower bound of knot genus.
Corollary 1. Let K be an oriented knot and g(K) be the genus of K. If K is
represented as the closure of an n-braid β, then the inequality
[β]D <
4g(K)
n+ 2
−
2
n+ 2
+
3
2
≤ g(K) + 1
holds.
Thus we conclude that the closure of a complex braid with respect to the De-
hornoy ordering is also complex with respect to a topological view point.
Acknowledgments. The author gratefully acknowledges the many helpful sug-
gestions of professor Toshitake Kohno during the preparation of the paper. This
research was supported by JSPS Research Fellowships for Young Scientists.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present some of basic facts of the Dehornoy ordering and
Birman-Menasco’s braid foliation theory which will be used in later.
2.1. Properties of the Dehornoy floor. In this subsection we review some prop-
erties of the Dehornoy ordering and the Dehornoy floor. For details, see [I]. For
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let {ai,j} be an n-braid defined by
ai,j = (σiσi+1 · · ·σj−2)σj−1(σ
−1
j−2 · · ·σ
−1
i+1σ
−1
i ).
The braids {ai,j}1<i<j≤n are called the band generators. The following properties
of the Dehornoy floor are proved by Malyutin, Netsvetaev and the author.
Proposition 1 ([MN],[Ma],[I]). Let α, β ∈ Bn. Then the following holds.
(1) If a braid β is conjugate to a braid which is represented by a word which
contains s σ1 and k σ
−1
1 , then [β]D < max{s, k} holds.
(2) |[β]D − [α]D| ≤ 1 if α and β are conjugate.
(3) [αβ]D ≤ [α]D + [β]D + 1.
(4) If a braid β is conjugate to a braid represented as a product of m band
generators, then [β]D <
m
n
holds.
These properties will be used later to estimate the Dehornoy floor.
2.2. Braid foliation theory. In this subsection, we summarize a basic machinery
of Birman-Menasco’s braid foliation theory in the case of the incompressible Seifert
surface. For details of the braid foliation theories, see [BF].
Fix an unknot A ∈ S3, called axis and choose a meridinal disc fibration H =
{Hθ | θ ∈ [0, 2pi]} of the solid torus S
3\A. An oriented link L in S3\A is called a
closed braid with axis A if L intersects every fiber Hθ transversely and each fiber
is oriented so that all intersections of L are positive.
Let F be an oriented, connected spanning surface of L with the maximal Euler
characteristics. An orientation of F is defined so that L = ∂F holds. We remark
that such a surface is always incompressible in S3\L. Then the intersections of fiber
{Hθ} with F induce a singular foliation of F , whose leaves consist of the connected
components of the intersection with fibers. The braid foliation techniques are, in
short, modifying this foliation simpler as possible and obtain a standard position or
representation of braids and surfaces. We say a fiber Hθ is regular if Hθ transverse
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F and singular if Hθ tangent to F . A non-singular leaf is called a-arc if one of its
boundary point lies on L and the other lies on A. Similarly, non-singular leaf is
called a b-arc if both of its boundary points lie on A. We say b-arc b is essential if
the both connected components of Hθ\b are pierced by L.
F can be isotoped to a good position with respect to the fibration which satisfies
the following conditions, which we call braid-foliation conditions [BF].
(1) Axis A pierces F transversely in finitely many points.
(2) For each point v ∈ A ∩ F , there exists a neighborhood Nv of v such that
F ∩Nv is a radially foliated disc.
(3) All but finitely many fibers Hθ intersect F transversely, and each of the
exceptional fiber is tangent to F at exactly one point. Moreover, each
point of tangency is a saddle tangency and lies in the interior of F ∩Hθ.
(4) All regular leaves are a-arc or b-arc, and every b-arc is essential.
Now assume that F satisfies the braid foliation conditions. We call an inter-
section point of A ∩ F vertex. For each vertex p, the valance of vertex p is, by
definition, the number of singular leaves which pass p. We say a singular point is
an aa-singularity if the singular point is derived from two a-arcs. An ab-singularity
and a bb-singularity are defined by the same way. Each type of singularity has a
foliated neighborhood as shown in the figure 1. We call these neighborhoods of
singularities regions. The decomposition of the surface F into regions defines a cel-
lular decomposition of F . It is directly checked that the valance of a vertex which
is previously defined, the number of singular leaves which pass the vertex, coincide
with the usual definition of the valance in this cellular decomposition.
PSfrag replaements
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Figure 1. aa-,ab-,bb- tiles
We say the sign of a singular point p in the fiber Hθ is positive (resp. negative)
if the outward pointing normal vector of F at p agrees (resp. disagrees) with the
normal vector of the fiber Hθ at p.
The notion of sign is used to decrease the valance of a vertex by an isotopy of
the surface F .
Lem a 1 (Change of foliation (See [BF])). Let F be foliated surface as the above.
If there exist adjacent bb-singular points along the neighborhood of a vertex v with
the same signs, then by an isotopy of F , we can decrease the valance of v by one.
3. Proof of theorem 1
In this section we prove theorem 1. The strategy of proof is the following. We
first establish the Euler characteristic formula for a Seifert surface, which relate the
valance of vertices and the Euler characteristics of the surface. Next we estimate
the Dehornoy floor of the braid using the valance of vertices. Combining these two
results, we obtain the desired estimation.
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We call a n-punctured disc Dn = {z ∈ C | |z| ≤ n + 1}\{1, 2, 3, · · · , n} the
standard n-punctured disc. We regard an n-braid β as a move of puncture points
of the standard n-punctured disc. We call the region Dn ∩ {z ∈ Dn | Imz ≤ 0} the
lower half of the standard punctured disc.
Let F be a spanning surface of a closed n-braid L = β̂ with the maximal Euler
characteristics. We isotope F so that F satisfies the braid-foliation conditions. Let
V (a, b) be the number of vertices in the tiling of F whose valance is a+b and which
have a a-arcs as their edges and b b-arcs as their edges. We call such a vertex type
(a, b)-vertex.
The following lemma has proved in [BM] using the simple Euler characteristic
argument.
Lemma 2 (Birman-Menasco([BM])).
2V (1, 0) + 2V (0, 2) + V (0, 3)− 4χ(F )
= V (2, 1) + 2V (3, 0) +
∞∑
v=4
v∑
α=0
(v + α− 4)V (v, α)
Now we extract information of the closed braid β̂ via the braid foliation of F .
The following lemma is the core of this paper.
Lemma 3. If F has a type (a, b)-vertex, then the inequality
[β]D < a+
b
2
−
1
2
holds.
Proof. We prove the lemma by estimating the number of σ±11 in the braid β. The
proof of lemma is divided into five steps. In the first step, we modify the closed
braid β̂ and the surface F so that we can decompose the braid into smaller pieces.
In the second step we obtain an explicit description of the modified braid by using
braid foliation. In the third step we describe the method to simplify the obtained
description of the braid so that it contains less σ±11 . The fourth step is devoted ti
the proof in case of a = 0 or b = 0. In the last step, we treat the case both a and b
are non-zero.
Step 1: Modifying surface and closed braid
Let v be a type (a, b) vertex of F . Let {Hθi | i = 1, 2, · · · , a+ b, θi < θi+1} be a
sequence of singular fibers around v. That is, Hθi is a singular fiber which contains
a singular leave which pass the vertex v. We denote the leaf in Hθ which passes v
by δθ.
Take a sufficiently small number ε > 0 so that there are no singularities in the
interval [θi − ε, θi + ε] except Hθi . We modify the closed braid β̂ = L and the
surface F so that they satisfy the following conditions.
(1) Hθi±ε\(Hθi±ε ∩ L) is the standard n-punctured disc Dn.
(2) All vertices and a-arcs in a fiber Hθi±ε lie in the lower half of the disc
Hθi±ε = Dn.
(3) The vertex v lies at the leftmost position in the boundary of lower half of
the disc Dn.
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(4) If all of {δθ} are b-arc in the interval [θi + ε, θi+1− ε], then these b-arcs do
not move in [θi + ε, θi+1 − ε].
These conditions are achieved by the following way. First we isotope β and F so
that the condition (3) and (4) holds. Now the condition (1) and (2) are achieved
by the isotopy near singular fibers Hθi , which preserves the condition (3) and (4).
We denote this modified closed braid by β̂′. By cutting the closed braid β̂′ at
the fiber Hθ1−ε, we obtain a braid β
′. Since the above modification is an isotopy
of the closed braid β̂ and the surface F in the complement of the axis of β̂, so the
braid β′ is conjugate to the original braid β. The benefit of this modification is
the following. First, from the condition (1), we can decompose the braid β′ by the
product of sub-braidings in each interval [θi − ε, θi + ε] and [θi + ε, θi+1 − ε]. The
conditions (2)-(4) will be used to obtain the description of β′ in step 2.
Step 2: Description of β′
Our next task is to obtain an explicit description of the braid β′. First of all,
we study the braiding near the singularities, that is, the braiding in the interval
[θi − ε, θi + ε].
By seeing the moves of leaves on surfaces, we can obtain the explicit form of the
braiding in each interval [θi − ε, θi + ε]. Especially, from the condition (2) and (3)
in step 1, we have already known the first and the last configurations of leaves, so
it is not hard to see how the leaves move. Here we simply state a result. We will
present the moves of leaves by showing figures, which will convince the reader of
the result. See [BH] for detailed arguments to obtain a braid word via the braid
foliation.
If the singularity in Hθi is an aa-singularity, then the braiding in [θi − ε, θi + ε]
is given by
a±11,j = (σ1σ2 · · ·σj−1σ
±1
j σ
−1
j−1 · · ·σ
−1
1 ).
This is a band generator, which corresponds to a twisted band between two disc
neighborhood of vertices. Thus, one aa-singularity produces one σ±11 . See figure 2.
Figure 2. Moves of of leaves near aa-singularity
If the singularity in Hθi is an ab-singularity, then the braiding in [θi − ε, θi + ε]
is given by
(σ1σ2 · · ·σj) or (σ
−1
j σ
−1
j−1 · · ·σ
−1
1 ).
We say an ab-singularity giving the former type of words type a-b. The name
type a-b is derived from the fact that along the neighborhood of an ab-singularity,
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the leaf δθ is changed from a-arc to b-arc. Similarly, an ab-singularity giving the
latter type of words type b-a. See figure 3.
(a)
(b)
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Figure 3. Move of leaves near ab-singularity
There are two kinds of ab-singularities. The first kind ab-singularity is an ab-
singularity such that the a-arc is attached to the b-arc from the right side, as
depicted in the figure 3(a). The second kind ab-singularity is an ab-singularity
such that the a-arc is attached to the b-arc from the left side, as depicted in the
figure 3(b). Although both kinds of ab-singularities provide the same braid words if
their types are the same, but the configurations of b-arcs and braid strands after the
ab-singularities are different. Therefore, in some cases we must distinguish them.
Around a bb-singularity, all a-arcs are not changed. Thus the link L, viewing as a
boundary points of a-arcs, does not move in the neighborhood of the bb-singularity.
Thus, a bb-singularity does not produce any σ±11 . Therefore, when the singularity
contained in Hθi is a bb-singularity, then the braiding in the interval [θi− ε, θi+ ε]
is trivial.
Next we study a braiding outside the neighborhood of singularities, that is, in
the interval I = [θi+ε, θi+1−ε]. First observe there exist two types of such intervals
[θi + ε, θi+1 − ε]. Namely,
(1) An interval between two aa-singularities, or an interval between an aa-
singularity and an ab-singularity.
(2) An interval between an ab-singularity and an aa-singularity, or an interval
between two bb-singularities.
We call each type of intervals type A, type B respectively because in a type A
(resp. type B) interval, the leaf δθ is always an a-arc (resp. b-arc).
Let I be a type A interval and βI be the braiding in the interval I. Let us denote
the the 1st strand of the braid βI , which corresponds to the boundary point of the
a-arc δθ, by b1. Since in the interval I, the a-arcs δθ do not form a singularity, the
strand b1 is not braided with other strands of βI . Therefore the braid βI can be
written as in the left diagram of figure 4.
Next we consider the braiding in a type B interval J . Since the b-arc δθ is
essential, the leaf δθ separates each fiber Hθ into two components, both of which
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are pierced by L. Recall that we have modified the surface F so that in the interval
J , the leaf δθ does not move ( condition (4) in step 1). Therefore the braiding in
type B interval splits, so we can write the braiding as in the right diagram of figure
4.
Figure 4. Braiding in interval [θi + ε, θi+1 − ε]
Step 3: Simplification procedure
We obtained an explicit description of the whole braiding of β′. The next step is
to simplify the obtained braid so that it contains less σ±11 as possible. We introduce
two operations of simplification, the ab-B simplification and the B-B simplification.
First we explain the ab-B simplification. Let N be the ε-neighborhood of an
ab-singular point and I be the adjacent type B interval. From step 2, the braiding
in N ∪ I can be written as in the left diagram of figure 5.
If the ab-singularity is the first kind, that is, the a-arc is attached from right, then
a braid box in I which contains the strands 1 can be shifted across the braiding in N
so that the modified braid contains only one σ±11 . If the ab-singularity is the second
kind, that is, the a-arc is attached from left, then the braiding in N is amalgamated
into the adjacent braiding box in I so that we can neglect the braiding derived from
N . See figure 5. In the figure, we show the type a-b singularity case. The type b-a
singularity case is similar.
from left
from right
Figure 5. ab-B simplifications
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Next we explain the B-B simplification. Assume that two type B intervals I1, I2
are adjacent to the interval J , which is a neighborhood of a bb-singularity. Then
by exchanging the order of braid boxes in I2, we can modify the braiding in the
interval I1 ∪J ∪ I2 as in figure 6. Then the obtained braiding in I1 ∪J ∪ I2 contains
only one σ1 and σ
−1
1 .
Figure 6. B-B simplifications
Step 4: Proving lemma in a = 0 or b = 0 case
Now we are ready to prove the lemma. First we consider the case b = 0. In
this case, there exist only aa-singularities around the vertex v. Recall that we have
shown that one aa-singularity provides only one σ±11 . Thus, the braid β
′ has at
most a σ±11 . Hence by proposition 1, we obtain [β]D < a. Since both [β]D and a
are integers, we conclude the inequality [β]D < a−
1
2 holds.
Next we consider the case a = 0. In this case, there exist only bb-singularities
around the vertex v. Then, around the vertex v, there are b type B intervals. By
performing the B-B simplification which we described in step 3, we conclude that
the braid β′ has at most b2 σ
±1
1 . Thus, by proposition 1, we obtain the inequality
[β]D <
b
2 . If b is even, then both [β]D and
b
2 are integers. Thus we conclude that the
inequality [β]D <
b
2 −
1
2 holds. If b is odd, then there must be adjacent bb-singular
points with the same sign around the vertex v. Now the lemma 1 implies that we
can decrease the valance of v by one by moving the surface F . Therefore in this
case we also obtain the inequality [β]D <
b
2 −
1
2 .
Step 5: Proving lemma in a 6= 0 and b 6= 0 case
We complete the proof by showing the case that both a and b are non zero.
In this case, there must exist at least two ab-singularities around the vertex v.
Then the cycle of singularities around the vertex v are decomposed as the repetitions
of the sub-cycles of the form
{aa→ aa→ · · · → aa︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
→ ab→ bb→ bb→ · · · → bb︸ ︷︷ ︸
l times
→ ab}
which contains k aa-singularities and l bb-singularities. We remark that k and l
might be zero.
Recall that from step 2, one aa-singularity provide at most one σ±11 and type A
intervals and bb-singularities have no contributions to the number of σ±11 . Thus,
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the aa-singularities and type A intervals contribute the number of σ±11 by at most
k.
We reduce the number of σ1, σ
−1
1 derived from ab-singularities and type B inter-
vals using the ab-B and B-B simplifications described in step 3. First observe that
there are three patterns of ab-singularities in the sub-cycle.
(1) Both ab-singularities are from left.
(2) One ab-singularity is from left, and the other is form right.
(3) Both ab-singularities are from right.
We consider each case separately.
If both ab-singularities are from left, then the ab-B simplification amalgamates
the braiding derived from the ab-singularities with the adjacent braid block derived
from the type B interval. So we can neglect the braiding derived from the ab-
singularities. Thus in this case, we only need to consider the contribution of σ±11
derived from type B intervals. Then, the number of type B intervals is l + 1, so
these type B intervals contribute at most l+12 σ
±1
1 . Consequently, in this case the
sub-cycle contains at most ( l+12 + k) σ1 or σ
−1
1 .
Next we assume that one of the ab-singularities is from left and the other is from
right. Then by preforming the ab-B simplification, the ab-singularity from right
is modified together with the adjacent type B interval so that they contribute one
σ1 or σ−1. This ab-B simplification deletes one type B intervals. The braiding
derived from the ab-singularity from left is amalgamated with the adjacent type B
intervals, so we can neglect it. The number of remaining type B intervals is l, so
the type B intervals contribute at most l2 σ
±1
1 . As a result, in this case there are
at most ( l2 + 1 + k) σ1 or σ
−1
1 in the sub-cycle.
Finally, assume that the both of ab-singularities are from right. Then after ab-B
simplifications, the ab-singularities, modified with the adjacent type B intervals,
provide one σ1 and σ
−1
1 . The ab-B simplifications deletes two type B intervals.
Thus the number of remaining type B intervals is l − 1, and they contribute at
most ( l−12 σ
±1
1 ). Therefore in this case sub-cycle contains at most (
l−1
2 + 1 + k)
σ±11 .
Summarizing, we conclude that each sub-cycle contains at most (k+1+ l2 ) σ
±1
1 .
Therefore if we want to the braid β′ contains σ1 or σ
−1
1 as many as possible, then
the number of sub-cycles in the cycle of singularities around the vertex v must be
one. Then there are a−1 aa-singularities and b−1 bb-singularities around v, so we
conclude that the modified braid β′ has a word representative which has at most
a+ b−12 σ1 or σ
−1
1 . Since the original braid β is conjugate to β
′, by proposition 1
we conclude that [β]D < a+
b
2 −
1
2 . 
Now we are ready to prove theorem 1.
Proof of theorem 1. Let L be an oriented link and F be a Seifert surface of L with
maximal Euler characteristics. Take a closed braid representative β̂ of L and isotope
F and L so that F satisfies the braid-foliation conditions.
If there exists a vertex of type (2,0), (1,1), (1,2), (0,2), (0,3) or (0,4), then
lemma 3 shows [β]D < 2, hence we obtain the inequality [β]D <
3
2 . Therefore we
can assume that there exist no vertices of such types. Thus, the Euler characteristic
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formula is now written as
−4χ(F ) = V (2, 1) + 2V (3, 0) +
∞∑
v=4
v∑
a=0
(v + a− 4)V (a, v − a).
First assume that F is foliated by only a-arcs. In this case, there exist exactly n
vertices on F and exactly −χ(F ) + n aa-singularities on F because aa-singularity
can be seen as a twisted band attached to disc neighborhoods of vertices. Therefore,
the braid β is conjugate to a braid written by a product of n−χ(F ) band generators.
Therefore from proposition 1, we establish the inequality [β]D < 1 −
χ(F )
n
≤ 32 −
2χ(F )
n+2 .
Now assume that F contains both b-arc and a-arc. Let (a, b) be a pair of integers
such that the value a+ b2 =
v+a
2 is minimal among the all pair (a, b) which satisfy
V (a, b) 6= 0. Since F contains b-arcs, there exist at least n + 2 vertices in the
foliation. Hence from the Euler characteristic formula, the inequality
−4χ(F ) ≤ (2a+ b− 4)(n+ 2)
holds. Therefore we obtain the inequality
−2χ(F )
n+ 2
+ 2 ≤ a+
b
2
.
Therefore lemma 3 gives desired estimation. 
We close this paper by giving a simple generalization. There exist infinitely
many families of left-invariant total orderings of the braid groups called Thurston-
type orderings. The Dehornoy ordering is a special one of a Thurston type ordering
[SW]. Thurston type orderings have similar properties of the Dehornoy ordering.
Especially the proposition 1 also holds for the Thurston floor, which is defined by
using a Thurston type ordering instead of the Dehornoy ordering. Hence our main
theorem also holds if we use a Thurston floor instead of using the Dehornoy floor.
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